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Restaurant La Pizzaio 

"Pizzas and Other Italian Favs"

Located between Vieux-Quebec and St-Roch, La Pizzaio is a great little

Italian restaurant. The menu here is dominated by popular Italian picks

and pizzas, a lot of pizzas! The service is friendly and the restaurant itself,

a wee, cheery nook that would beckon you soon again. Apart from over

thirty varieties of scrumptious pizzas, they also offer delicious pastas,

paninis and salads at reasonable prices.

 +1 418 692 5329  385 rue Saint-Paul, Quebec City QC
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Portofino 

"Italian Fiesta"

Located in the heart of Vieux-Québec, on the corner of St-Jean and

Couillard Streets, this is a friendly Italian bistro where a party is always in

the air. Pasta and pizza are the favorites on the menu in total, there are 20

varieties of homemade pasta and 30 varieties of pizza from which to

choose. The restaurant is a great place for a business lunch or for a

pleasant dinner, but do not expect peace and quiet. Portofino is all about

having a good time with great people and great food, all night long.

 +1 418 692 8888  portofino.ca/quebec/fr/acc

ueil/

 portofino@megaquebec.co

m

 54 rue Couillard, Quebec

City QC
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Le Maizerets 

"European Pizza"

Le Maizerets is a family Italian restaurant is well-known for its pizzas,

which are apparently the best west of Rome. Named after neighborhood

streets, the pizzas are original and flavorful, with toppings ranging from

traditional pepperoni and cheese to Peking duck. Soups, pasta, salads and

calzones are also available should you choose to take a pass on the

pizzas.

 +1 418 661 3764  www.maizerets.com/  2006 Chemin de la Canardière, Coin

Bardy, Quebec City QC
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